The breaking news about cover stories is that they never seem as breaking as any other story covered in the paper. Rarely, it is news worth breaking, but then again, all breaking news is news worth uncovering. Whether it is the best cover up in the history of railway budgets by the one man, who knew how to do everything but cover a story up or Sonia Gandhi wanting to make a ground-breaking record for making an astonishing amount of sacrifices for the growth of her party, stories covered as breaking news usually surpass the 'news' part of it and end up becoming a piece of information blown completely out of proportion.

So, on the blessed celebration of the first day of the fourth month of the two thousand and eighth year after the death of the Christian Messiah, the opportunity to congratulate the act of manipulation and exaggerating a simple piece of free information by the responsible breed of journalists that govern this scene, this literary initiative wishes you a happy month!